Analysis of TRIM5α and APOBEC3G genes suggests that these two restriction factors underwent strong positive selection throughout primate evolution. This pressure was possibly imposed by ancient exogenous retroviruses, of which endogenous retroviruses are remnants. Our study aims to assess in vitro the activity of these factors against ancient retroviruses by reconstructing their ancestral gag sequences, as well as the ancestral TRIM5α and APOBEC3G for primates.
Based on evolutionary genomics approach, we reconstructed ancestors of the two largest families of human endogenous retroviruses (HERV), namely HERV-K and HERV-H, as well as primate ancestral TRIM5α and APOBEC3G variants. The oldest TRIM5α sequence was the catarhinne TRIM5α, common ancestor of Old World monkeys and hominoids, dated from 25 million years ago (mya). From the oldest, to the youngest, ancestral TRIM5α variants showed less restriction of HIV-1 in vitro [1] . Likewise three ancestral APOBEC3Gs sequences common to hominoids (18 mya), Old World monkeys, and catarhinnes (25 mya) were reconstructed. All ancestral APOBEC3G variants inhibited efficiently HIV-1Δvif in vitro, compared to modern APOBEC3Gs. The ability of Vif proteins (HIV-1, HIV-2, SIVmac and SIVagm) to counteract their activity tallied with the residue 128 on ancestral APOBEC3Gs. Moreover we are attempting to reconstruct older ancestral sequences of both restriction factors by using prosimian orthologue sequences. An infectious onemillion-years-old HERV-K CON previously reconstituted was shown to be resistant to modern TRIM5α and APOBEC3G [2] . Our ancestral TRIM5α and APOBEC3G variants were inactive against HERV-K CON . Besides we reconstructed chimeric HERV-K bearing ancestral capsids (up to 7 mya) that resulted in infectious viruses resistant to modern and ancestral TRIM5α. Likewise HERV-K viruses bearing ancestral nucleocapsids will be tested for ancestral and modern APOBEC3G restriction.
In silico reconstruction and structural modeling of ancestral HERV-H capsids resulted in structures homologous to that of the gammaretrovirus MLV. Thus we are attempting to construct chimeric MLV virus bearing HERV-H ancestral capsids. These chimeric ancestral HERVs will be tested for infectivity and restriction by ancestral TRIM5α. Similarly chimeric MLV viruses bearing ancestral HERV-H nucleocapsids will be reconstructed and tested for APOBEC3G restriction.
